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Abstract

Secure commitment is a primitive enabling information hiding, which is one of the most basic tools in cryptography. Speci cally, it is a
two-party partial-information game between a
\committer" and a \receiver", in which a secure envelope is rst implemented and later
opened. The committer has a bit in mind
which he commits to by putting it in a \secure
envelope". The receiver cannot guess what the
value is until the opening stage and the committer can not change his mind once committed.
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large computational power (requiring that despite his power he can not \open" the secret
commitment) or commitment by a strong committer (requiring that despite his power he can
not change the value of the committed bit).
We allow the strong party to use its computational resources and investigate the underlying
complexity assumptions necessary for the feasibility of these primitives.

We show how to base commitment by a strong
committer on any hard on the average problem. In fact, this is the rst application of
average case completeness to hiding information in a security primitive. We also show how
In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of commitment to a strong receiver with inforbit commitment when one of the participants mation theoretic security can be implemented
(either committer or receiver) has an unfair based on any one-way function.
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1 Introduction

average. Then, assuming (1) and (2) the above
(i.e. computationally secure) bit commitment
protocol could be implemented from committer in C to receiver for whom complexity class
C is hard on the average.
In the opposite direction, (i.e. for the commitment to a strong player) the goal is to
construct an information-theoretically secure
bit commitment protocol. (That is, to prevent the strong receiver from gaining any information about the committed secret despite
his superior resources.) Previous implementations used a trapdoor permutation [GN], or a
variety of speci c algebraic assumptions, (e.g.
[B2, BCY, BMO]). We improve this to any
one-way function.
To get the later result we use another security primitive, the Oblivious Transfer (OT)
protocol, introduced by Rabin [R]. This is a
protocol by which one party sends a bit to a
receiver, the bit gets there with probability 1/2
and the sender does not know the result of the
transfer. We rst show that the existence of
the following three protocols is equivalent:

Secure protocols can be viewed as partial information games among mutually distrustful
players (see, e.g., [GMW2, Co]). Many of
these games can be based on a very simple
game, called bit-commitment (BC) (see, e.g.,
[B1, B2, BM, BCC, BCY, BMO, EGL, GMW1,
IY, SRA]). Here, we investigate the interplay between the computational power of the
players in the commitment protocol and the
complexity assumptions needed for its feasibility. A strong player has unlimited computing power; we often specify the exact needed
power. A weak player is limited to polynomial
time computations.
Di erent computational resources of the participants imply di erent notions of the security of the commitment. We say that bit commitment protocol is computationally secure if
polynomially bounded receiver can not deduce
the value of the committed bit before the reveal stage, however if receiver is given sucient
computational resources, he can discover the
value of the committed bit. In contrast, we say
that bit commitment protocol is informationtheoretically secure if even with in nite resources, receiver can not gain any information
about the bit before the reveal stage.
For commitment to a weak player, earlier
Naor [N] exhibited a computationally secure
bit-commitment protocol using any one-way
function; when both players are weak (called
the symmetric case), this is the best possible since such a protocol implies a one-way
function [ImLu]. For the strong committer
case, we relax this assumption much further,
by basing it on any hard-on-average problems
in PSPACE. This is the rst application of
Levin's theory of average case completeness to
playing partial-information games. In fact, let
C be any class inside PSPACE with a complete problem which (1) has an interactive
proof whose prover is also in C (2) is hard-on-

1. BC from weak to strong
2. OT from weak to strong
3. OT from strong to weak
That is, given an implementation of any
one of these three protocols, we show how to
implement the others without any additional
assumptions. Thus, bit-commitment from a
weak to strong player is \as hard" as any other
protocol between weak and strong player (since
OT is complete [K]). The corresponding result
for the symmetric case is unknown and is unlikely to be proven using \black box" reductions [IR]. Finally, we use the above reduction
and our recent result that \OT from weak to
strong" can be based on any one-way function
[OVY]) to get the bit commitment to a strong
receiver based on any one-way function.
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1.1 Preliminaries

insecure communication environment. This
should be contrasted with the work of [BGW,
CCD, RB, BG, K, CK] where they assume
right from the start that some form of OT already exists, or that secure channels exist. Instead, we concentrate on the two party scenario
where secure channels do not help and investigate the required complexity assumptions for
achieving BC.

The model we consider for two-party protocols
is the standard system of communicating probabilistic machines [GMR]. In this section, we
describe a few disclosure primitives and relations among them.
We start with an informal de nition of Bitcommitment: BC may be thought of as a way
for player S (the Sender) to commit a bit b to
player R (the Receiver) in such a way that the
bit may be revealed to R at a later point in
time. Before b is revealed (but even after b
has been committed), no information about b
is revealed to R. When b is revealed, it is guaranteed to be the same as the value to which it
was originally committed.
Oblivious Transfer (OT) is a two-party protocol introduced by Rabin [R]. Rabin's OT
assumes that S possesses a value x, after
the transfer R gets x with probability 21 and
it knows whether or not it got it (equalopportunity requirement). A does not know
whether B got the value (oblivious-ness requirement). A similar notion of 1-2-OT (one
out of two OT) was introduced by [EGL]. In
1-2-OT, player S has two bits b0 and b1 and
R has a selection bit i. After the transfer, R
gets only bi, while S does not know the value
of i. Equivalently, R may get a random bit in
fb0; b1g, or the game can be played on strings
rather then bits. Further, there are many other
avors of OT [C, BCR, K, CK] all of which are
information-theoretically equivalent. That is,
given any one of these protocols, one can implement the other ones. Thus, by \OT" we can
refer to any one of them.
The BCfollowing notations will be used. By
(weak,!strong), we denote BC from a
polynomially-bounded player to an inBC nitelypowerful one. We use (strong,!weak),
OT
OT
(strong,!
weak), (weak,!
strong) with similar meanings.
We must stress, that our results hold for the

1.2 Previous and related work

Our main primitive is BC , used as a basic building block in many di erent settings
[B1, B2, BM, BCC, BCY, BMO, GMW1, K,
N, Ost, SRA]. As was noted earlier, in the
symmetric case BC and one-way functions are
equivalent [BM, ILL, H, N]. We consider any
hard on average problems (in PSPACE) as a
base for the BC primitive.
The second primitive we apply is Oblivious Transfer. Rabin [R] de ned and implemented OT for honest parties based on
the intractability of factoring; Fischer, Micali and Racko [FMR] improved this result
to be robust against cheaters. Other variations of OT were studied and shown to be
information theoretically equivalent. Yao [Y]
used OT (based on factoring) to construct secure circuit evaluation. Goldreich, Micali and
Wigderson [GMW2] based OT for symmetric
case (which also extends the asymmetric case
OT
of (strong,!
weak)) on the existence of any
trapdoor permutation, and used it for multiparty circuit evaluation. Thus, secure circuit
evaluation for poly-bounded players was made
possible, assuming one-way trapdoor permutations exists. OT was also shown to be complete for secure circuit evaluation [K]. OT
was also used to implement non-interactive and
bounded-interaction zero-knowledge proof systems for NP [KMO]. This paper investigates
the connection of asymmetric OT and asymmetric BC.
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Since we deal with an asymmetric two-party
model, let us point out what was considered
in this model in addition to zero-knowledge
proof systems of Goldwasser, Micali and Racko [GMR]. Note that this model represents
naturally interaction between a small user and
an all-powerful organization which may possess
very large computational power. One such case
is the context of zero-knowledge arguments of
Brassard, Crepeau and Chaum [BCC], which
assume an all-powerful veri er from which information has to be hidden. (Here we note that
their protocols can be executed by polynomial
time parties with cryptographic applications in
mind while our results concentrate on allowing
one party to have in nite power and use it in
the computation. Recently, investigating the
symmetric case, new results which reduce complexity assumptions in the practical context of
[BCC] were also achieved [NOVY].) Another
setting similar to ours is the model of using a
powerful oracle to compute a value while keeping the real argument secret, [AFK, FO] where
the oracle indeed uses its power.

tributions. For convenience we x one such
problem, namely Graph Coloration Problem
(GCP) (see below). If there is any NP problem
which is hard on average under any samplable
(i.e., generatable in polynomial time) distribution, then so is this complete problem under
random inputs. Thus, if a one-way function
exists, then this complete problem is hard-onaverage but the reverse implication that some
complete (and thus hard-on-average) problem
implies a one-way functions is open.
Let x be generated according to a distribution . An algorithm A(x) is polynomial on
average if it runs in time (jxjr(x))O(1), where
Er(x) < 1. Intuitively, r(x) is a randomness
test that takes small values on \typical" strings
and large values on \rare" or \atypical" x. So,
A can run longer on some rare inputs. Also, ignoring polynomial (in k) factors, an algorithm
can take 2O(k) time, with probability (over inputs) at most 2,k . Let AP be the class of NP
problems under samplable distributions which
can be solved in polynomial on average time. A
problem under a distribution  is called hardon-average if it is not in AP . In general, we
may consider any complexity class instead of
NP for de ning AP. It is not hard to show (See
the Corollary in [L] and [VL] for discussions)
that a hard-on-average problem yields a problem with polynomial fraction of hard instances.

2 Bit-commitment from
strong to weak
BC
In a strong,!
weak protocol, if an in nitelypowerful \committer" (or Sender) tries to
cheat by changing the value of the committed bit, the probabilistic polynomial-time \receiver" can catch this with overwhelming probability (over receiver's coin tosses). The actual
work to be performed by the sender to execute
the protocol is stated in the theorems below.
Of course, if the receiver breaks the assumption, the value of the committed bit will be
available before decomittal.
We rst give a bit-commitment protocol
based on an average case complete [L, VL, G,
ImLe] problem. Randomized NP (RNP) consists of problems from NP under samplable dis-

Lemma 1 Unless RNP = AP , there is a protocol for committing a bit by a strong sender to
a weak receiver, where the Sender needs only be
a (NP [ co , NP ) machine.

Proof (Sketch): The following can be de-

duced from [N, GL]:
[N]: Assume there is pseudo-random generator (unpredictable for the receiver) that can be
computed by the committer and which can be
checked (given its seed) by the receiver. Then,
there is a bit-commitment protocol from the
committer to receiver.
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[GL]: (List Decoding)Let f (x) = y be polynomial time computable. Let G(y; r) 2 f1g
be an algorithm that predicts the inner product
b(x; r) with a correlation Er G(y; r)(,1)b(x;r) =
". Then, there is an algorithm A(y) that in
1="O(1) time outputs a list L containing 1="2
strings such that x 2 L.
Thus, if jyj = n and b(x; r) can be predicted
with probability (over r) 1=2  1=nc , x can be
computed in nO(1) time. Notice the absence of
samplability requirement over x. This yields a
hard-core bit based on a hard-on-average problem. Let f be the function checking the relation GCP which takes a edge-colored (with 4
colors) digraph and outputs the uncolored digraph, the number of edges of each color, and
the list of all 3-node induced colored subgraphs
with nodes relabeled 1,2,3 ; then b(x; r) is hardto-predict from y; r unless RNP = AP . Now,
using the constructions of [H, ILL] the committer can generate pseudo-random bits. 2.
Next we show the optimal conditions for
commitment from strong to weak.

PSPACE. Let (; u) be the problem of inverting u when its inputs are randomly distributed
under the distribution . By RPSPACE we
mean the class of all such pairs (; R) where
 2 P and R 2 PSPACE. We de ne completeness similar to as in [L]. Let  be the
uniform distribution,nover all strings with x 2
f0; 1gn ; (fxg) = n(2n+1) .

Proposition 1 (; u) is complete
RPSPACE .

for

Proof (Sketch): Given an instance x of a

problem (; R), the reduction in [L] produces
an instance y for (; u). In our case u runs in
polynomial space. 2.
That is, (; u) is hard on the average unless every problem in PSPACE under every
polynomial time computable distribution has
a polynomial on average algorithm. Note that
this is weaker than the assertion that for example, Graph Coloration is hard-on average.
Let x = x1  x2     xk , p = p1  p2     pk ,
b = b1  b2     bk , and u(p; x; b) = p; x. Then
u is hard-to-invert for some k = jxijO(1) if u
is.
If a bit b(x) can not be predicted with probability p, one can amplify the unpredictability
using independent xi; i := 1    n=p2 at random
and taking the Xor of b(xi). We now obtain an
unpredictable bit as follows. Let e(x) be an
encoding of x so that x can be uniquely decoded from any y in the Hamming Sphere of
radius 0:05je(x)j centered at e(x). Then for
f (x) = y, b(x; i) = i-th bit of e(x) is hard to
predict given y on constant fraction of i's, if x
is hard-to-predict from y.
We note that assumption in the next lemma
(a special case of the next lemma was independently shown in [K2]) can not be further
weakened to any class larger than PSPACE
since any language provable by a prover to a
polynomial-time veri er must be in PSPACE

Theorem 1 There exists a bit-commitment

protocol from an in nitely-powerful sender to a
weak receiver, based on any complete problem
for any complexity class in PSPACE which is
hard on the average.

The proof has two steps described in the following proposition and lemma: rst, we exhibit a complete problem in RPSPACE , second, we use analogous construction to Lemma
1, basing a generator on this complete problem. We also argue that this is the hardest
language to base commitment on.
Let u be a machine with some xed polynomial space bound, where u(p; x; b) = (p; x) if
the program p accepts x and b = 1 or p rejects
x and b = 0. Otherwise u(p; x; b) = 0000:::00.
The problem of inverting u on an arbitrary input is equivalent to the halting problem for
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BC
as was rst observed by P. Feldman; (in par- (weak,!
strong). Let Ab(C ) f!v : the conticular, proving \or opening" the language in- versation is C when weak player's random tape
duced by the commitment protocol and value). string is !v and weak player later decomits bit
bg. If we have a xed C in context we just
A0 and A1. Note that these sets (i.e.,
Lemma 2 Unless RPSPACE =AP , there ex- write
ists a bit commitment protocol from a Ab(C )) are disjoint and we may take C to be
such that these are non-empty; otherwise the
(PSPACE ) sender to a weak receiver.
strong player can compute which value is being committed. Also, after the conversation,
Generalizing the above lemma even further, the weak player having a xed C , and a (conwe show that for any complexity class C in- sistent) !v 2 A0(C ), can not compute a string
side PSPACE, if there is an interactive proof in A1(C ); otherwise his committed bit and deof membership for a complete language in C by committed bit need not be the same. The prothe prover who is also in C , and if C is hard tocol for 1-2-OT is as follows:
on the average, then a bit-commitment protocol can be constructed, in which the prover  strong and weak player execute
BC
need not be more powerful then C .
(weak,!
strong) protocol. Let the conversation be C , the random tape of the
weak player be !v 2 f0; 1gl , and the committed bit be b0.
 For
0 to 1 do:
Set i 1;
Theorem 2 The existence of the following
three protocols is equivalent, provided that the
[Repeat:]
strong player can perform P #P (or stronger)
(strong): sends random hi 2 f0; 1gl
computations:
(weak): sends bi := B (!v ; hi ) (the inner
BC
 (weak,!strong)
product) if = b0 and a random
OT
bit otherwise.
 (weak,!
strong)
(strong): sends \stop" and exits loop if
OT
 (strong,!
weak)
9! !v 2 Ab 8j  i B (!v ; hj ) =
bj .
ProofBCsketch:
i i + 1;
OT
(weak,!strong) () (strong,!
weak):
[goto Repeat]
(=)) We are given a proBC
 End-For
tocol (weak,!
strong) and we show how to
OT
execute (strong,!weak) when strong player
player chooses a random
has b0; b1 as two input random bits to transmit  Then, the strong
0; h) 6= B (! 1; h) and sends
h
so
that
B
(
!
v
v
via 1-2-OT.
it
to
the
weak
player.
Let !v denote the random tape of the
weak player (wlog, we assume it's a string
of a xed (polynomial) size l). Let C de- The above step is repeated thrice. The weak
note the transcript of the messages exchanged player randomly chooses two out of the three
when the weak player commits a bit in conversations and asks the strong player to

3 Bit-commitment from
weak to strong
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convince him that the strong player acted according to the protocol (using the fact that
this could be done in P #P [LFKN]). If the
strong player fails, the weak player aborts.
Otherwise, the remaining conversation is used
as follows: Let !0 ; !1 be the remaining \decomittal" strings of the third, unqueried conversation. The strong player selects a random
string p, jpj = l and sends to the weak player
p, and two pairs < i; vi >, i 2 f0; 1g, where
vi = bi  B (p; !i), and i = B (h; !i).
This can be shown to yield -1-2-OT
(where the sender can guess the result of the
transfer with a slight advantage ), which
is information-theoretically equivalent to OT
[CK] using polynomial-time reductions.
((=): is straightforward: the strong player
selects two random strings and plays 12-string-OT with the weak player. The
\selection-bit" of a weak player serves as his
committal. 2
BC
OT
(weak,!
strong) () (weak,!strong):
((=) : BC is known to follow from OT [C, K].
(=)): Assume the weak player has two bits
b0 and b1 and he wishes to execute 1-2OT toBCthe strong player. Since we assume
(weak,!strong), it follows that the strong
player can do both OT and BC to the weak
player. So the strong player can commit a
bit by putting it in an \envelope". The
strong player makes envelopes with names
e1;    ; e4 and forms the pairs P0 = fe1; e2g
and P1 = fe3; e4g satisfying:

the above constraints are not veri ed, weak
player aborts the protocol. If not, then for the
remaining k pairs (P01; P11); : : :; (P0k ; P1k ) the
weak player chooses random bits b10; b11 ; : : :bk0 ; bk1
and chooses (using appropriate OT protocol)
the contents cj0 (for j from 1 to k) of the envelope eji 2 P0j with l(ei) = bj0 and the content cj1 of ei 2 P1 with l(ei) = bj1. Then the
weak player sends cj0 ; cj1 to the strong player.
The strong player divides cji into two equal size
groups, (putting into one group bits which are
pairwise distinct), and sends to the weak player
indices of this two groups (without specifying
which group is which, of course). The weak
player takes an Xor of the rst input bit (i.e.
b0) with the corresponding bji bits of the rst
group and Xor of the second input bit (i.e. b1)
with the second group and sends this two bits
back to the strong player. For the set for
which the strong player knows all the bji , he
can compute the value of the input bit, while
for the other bit, with overwhelming probability the value is hidden. (Alternatively, the
strong player can ask which of groups to use
with which input bit, rst or second). 2
We can conclude that:
BC
Corollary 1 Given a (weak,!
strong) protocol, then any partial information game of
polynomial-size between a weak and a strong
(P #P or stronger) player is realizable.

Bit commitment from weak to strong:

In the bit-commitment protocol from the weak
player to the strong one, recall that the goal is
that even an in nitely-powerful \receiver" can
not guess the committed bit with probability
better then 21 +, but such that a polynomiallybounded committer can not change a committed value, unless he breaks the assumption
(which is explicitly) stated in the theorem.
In [OVY] we show how OT can be implemented in the asymmetric model under general complexity assumptions. For the sake of

1. the contents one pair are identical, while
the contents in the other pair are di erent.
2. there is a label l(ei) 2 f0; 1g such that it
is distinct for each envelope within a pair.
The above step is repeated 2k times, where
k is the security parameter. Subsequently, for
k-size randomly chosen subset, weak player requests to see the contents of both pairs. If
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completeness, we explain brie y the technique [BCR]
behind this construction in the appendix. Using the results there and applying theorem 2,
we get:
[BCY]

Corollary 2 Given any one-way permutation,

there exists a (weak-to-strong) bit-commitment
protocol from a probabilistic poly-time \com[BG]
mitter" to an (NP or stronger) \receiver".

Corollary 3 Given any one-way function,

[BMO]

there exists a (weak-to-strong) bit-commitment
protocol from a probabilistic poly-time \committer" to a (P #P or stronger ) \receiver".
[BGW]

We stress that in the above two lemmas,
once committed, the value of the committed
bit is protected from the receiver information- [CCD]
theoretically.
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Appendix

Theorem 3 There exists a protocol imple-

We brie y recall our results from [OVY] on
OT
how strong,!
weak protocols can be based on
general complexity assumption. Assume that
the strong player (the Sender S) has a secret
random input bit b, which he wants the weak
player (the Receiver R) to get with probability
1/2. R wants S not to know whether or not R
received the bit.
For simplicity, let f be a strong one-way permutation (invertible in polynomial time only
on a exponentially small fraction of the inputs). Below, S is given a secret input bit
b at the beginning of the protocol, B (x; y) denotes the dot-product mod 2 of x and y, and
all hi 2 f0; 1gn are linearly independent. The
following is a \zooming" technique which can
be described as gradually focusing on a value,
while maintaining information-theoretic uncertainty.
 f (0)g : selects 0 of length at random
R

R

x

menting OT from a strong (at least probabilistic NP or stronger) player to a probabilistic
polynomial-time player, based on any one-way
permutation.

Theorem 4 There exists a protocol imple-

menting OT protocol from an all-powerful (at
least probabilistic P #P or stronger) player to a
probabilistic polynomial-time player, given any
one-way function.

n

and computes x = f (x0). He keeps both x0
and x secret from S .

 For from 1 to ( , 1) do the following
steps:
f ( )g : selects at random i and sends it to
i

S i

S

f ( )g :
R i

n

.

h

R
R

sends ci := B (hi; x) to S .

 f ( )g : Let 0 1 be the ones which satisfy
8 1
( i f0;1g) = i . ips a random coin , selects a random string , j j =
S n
i;

x ;x

i < n; B h ; x
j

c

S

p

p

l

and sends to R a triple < p; xj ; v >, where
,1(xj )).
v = b  B (p; f
 fR(n)g : R checks if for his x, x = xj , and if
so, computes b0 = v  B (p; x0) as the resulting
bit he gets from S via an \OT" protocol and
outputs (x; b0).

We omit the proofs of the following theorems. (The proofs involve applying the basing
zooming technique based on the power of the
sender and what he can interactively prove.)
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